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Truth
The

of

My Being

On seeing everything as
it is, and knowing and
being that Reality, life is a
celebration all the way.

“I am a rationalist, and I have a scientific mind,” says my friend.
“Humankind,” he explains, “is yet another species which has evolved in
creation and survives because it has the capacity to. In the evolution, the
brain developed giving it the capacity to think and thus making it the
most superior species so far. We admit that man has a mind, but if you
say that he has a soul or that there is a God who has created this universe,
it seems far-fetched.”
Sounds convincing, indeed!
Another friend of mine, a devoutly religious person, claims God is real.
He says, “I need no proof for the existence of God. I know He exists. I
can feel His presence. He is all powerful and has created this universe
and it is by His laws that all things function.”
Sounds inspiring, indeed!
A third friend says, “I have no problem with the world. I am content,
peaceful and happy. I know that there is an underlying Reality to all
things. If I remove the thought of me and mine, I am identified with that
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Pure Being which is infinite, and devoid of all limitations. Call it God,
call it Brahman, Atman or the Self, call it Bliss, it makes no difference.”
Sounds illuminating, too!
WHAT IS RIGHT?
My head accepts the logic of the man of science, my heart longs to feel
the devotion of the man of religion, and my intuition rests with the man
of knowledge. When I try to synthesise my thoughts, I wonder who is
right. Are they contradicting one another?
To a child, the world is a fascinating mystery. He has the urge to find
out all about the world, about himself and his place in the creation. He
then processes all the information that he has, according to his latent
tendencies, his environment and his experiences in life. He battles with
his own emotions, external circumstances—with life in general.
ETERNAL SEARCH
Truly, he welcomes that which gives him pleasure and shuns what gives
him pain. He seeks to be free from all pain and find lasting happiness.
And then the search for freedom and happiness starts. He wants to know
the real nature of things, the truth underlying himself and the world in
which he lives. In the process, he rationalizes, or prays to a higher power,
or philosophizes.
Slowly, instead of examining and enquiring into truth, he gets conditioned
into a belief system—no matter if it is agnostic, religious or philosophical.
Thus, he loses the freshness of his knowledge. Forever, he is jealously
guarding or taking refuge in, defending, justifying, or propagating his
belief system. This results in conflicts, intolerance, hatred and violence.
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TRUTH SIMPLY IS
Truth needs no defense; it brooks no anger and no hatred; it needs no
publicity. It simply is. It does not stand in opposition to anything. It is
all-inclusive. It shines by itself and is the experience of one and all. It is
self-evident, and therefore, self-revealing. Nothing needs to be done to
know it. It only has to be understood as one’s true identity.
Vedanta shastras or scriptures talk of the lakshanas or characteristics of
truth and point the way to knowing it. Just as a thorn is used to remove
another, the mind has to be used to remove its ignorance of truth.
MIND MUST BE QUIETENED
A mature mind sharpened by a keen intellect and having the courage to
give up all concepts arising from a conditioned thinking is required for this
exercise. It is the mind that is the cause of bondage and freedom. Truth
reflects in a quiet and still mind—not in an agitated mind. Although no
action needs to be performed to know the Truth, the mind has to be quiet
so that it does not obstruct knowledge taking place.
However, of what use is Truth to me? The scriptures may talk about it as
Infinite, Eternal, Pure Existence, Knowledge, Bliss, Consciousness, and
so on. There are so many things to be known in this creation. Is Truth
yet another object about which we need to gather information? If it is, it
is of no use to me. It is not going to change my life in any way.
Has not Adi Sankara said in the Brahmanuchintanam—
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Sadasakshisvarupattvat siva evasmi kevalah
Mayyeva sakalam jatam mayi sarvam pratishtitam
Mayi sarvam layam yati tadbrahmasmyaham advayam
Sarvajnoham anantoham sarvesah sarvasaktiman
(I am the witness of everything. I am one without a second. All perceptions
all thoughts, in fact all of creation arise from, are sustained by and are
resolved in me. I am omniscient, omnipotent and infinite.)
ETERNAL, ALL-PERVASIVE BLISS
I am the witness of all manifestation and, therefore, unaffected by it. But I
cannot stand apart from that Consciousness. It is not different from me and
is not an object to be known by me. As all see, I am that Consciousness,
Brahman, the Supreme Reality, the One without a Second, the Eternal
Truth, the Formless, Nameless and Beyond, the Self that is Bliss itself.
Truth is Consciousness that is Brahman. It is all pervasive and is the
underlying Reality of all that is perceived and known.
A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING
Having the knowledge that pots of various shapes are made from clay
and that all pots are only clay, all kinds of pots can be used. Knowing
that all of creation is that Self alone, every form and name is recognized
and respected. There is no need to reject or accept anything. Everything
has its own place in creation.
On seeing everything as it is and knowing and being that Reality, life is
now a celebration. I have no conflict with what the man of science claims,
what the man of religion feels, or what the man of knowledge asserts.
Thoughts come and go, emotions arise and subside, experiences begin
and end, birth and death occur. I alone remain.
Whether I am a scientist or a religious person or a philosopher, I am that
Supreme Reality, Pure Consciousness, Eternal Happiness, the Truth of all
truths, Infinite Knowledge, Unalloyed Bliss.

Sivoham, Sivoham, Sivoham!

B Y S A R A L A PA N C H A PA K E S A N

(from Tatvaloka The Splendour of Truth, volume XXIII No.1, May 2000)
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HAVE

Faith
IN
YOURSELF

Have faith in yourself…
I see it clear as daylight that
you all have infinite power in
you. Rouse that up; arise, —apply
yourselves heart and soul, gird
up your loins. What will you do
with wealth and fame that are so
transitory. Do you know what
I think —I don’t care for mutki
and all that. My mission is to
arouse within you all such ideas.
I am ready to undergo a hundred
thousand rebirths to train up a
single man.
The history of the world is the
history of a few men who had faith
in themselves. That faith calls
out the divinity within. You can
do anything. You fail only when
you do not strive sufficiently to
manifest infinite power. As soon
as a man or a nation loses faith,
death comes.
If you have faith in all three
hundred and thirty millions of
your mythological gods, and in
all the gods which foreigners have
now and again introduced into
your midst, and still have no faith
in yourselves, there is no salvation
for you…. Why is it that we three
hundred and thirty millions of
people have been ruled for the last
one thousand years by any and
every handful of foreigners who
chose to walk over our prostrate
bodies? Because they had faith in
themselves and we had not.
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Faith, faith, faith in ourselves, faith, faith in God; this is the secret
of greatness.
Whatever you think, that you will be. If you think yourself weak, weak
you will be; if you think yourselves strong, strong you will be.
Let people say whatever they like, stick to your won convictions, and rest
assured, the world will be at your feet. They say, ‘Have faith in this fellow
or that fellow’, but I say, ‘Have faith in yourself first’, that is the way. Have
faith in yourself — all power is in you — be conscious and bring it out.
The Vedanta teaches men to have faith in themselves first. As certain
religions of the world say that a man who does not believe in a personal
God outside of himself is an atheist, so the Vedanta says, a man who does
not believe in himself is an atheist. Not believing in the glory of our own
soul is what the Vedanta calls atheism. To many this is, no doubt, a terrible
idea; and most of us think that this ideal can never be reached; but the
Vedanta insists that it can be realized by everyone. There is neither man
nor woman nor child, nor difference of race or sex, nor anything, that
stands as a bar to the realization of the ideal.
All the powers in the universe are already ours. It is we who have put
our hands before our eyes and cry that it is dark. Know that there is no
darkness around us. Take the hands away and there is the light which was
from the beginning. Darkness never existed. Weakness never existed. We
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who are fools cry that we are weak; we who are fools cry that we are
impure…. As soon as you say, ‘I am a little mortal being’, you are saying
something which is not true, you are giving the lie to yourselves, you
are hypnotizing yourselves into something vile and weak and wretched.
The greatest error, says the Vedanta, is to say that you are weak, that you
are a sinner, a miserable creature, and that you have no power and you
cannot do this and that. Every time you think in that way, you, as it were,
rivet one more link in the chain that binds you down, and add one more
layer of hypnotism on to your own soul. Therefore, whosoever thinks he is
weak is wrong, whosoever thinks he is impure is wrong, and is throwing
a bad thought into the world…. This false life must go, and the real life,
which is always existing must manifest itself, must shine out. No man
becomes purer and purer, it is a matter of greater manifestation. The veil
drops away, and the infinite purity of the soul begins to manifest itself.
Everything is ours already— infinite purity, freedom, love and power ….
The actual should be reconciled with the ideal, the present life should be
made to coincide with life eternal…
These are the principles of ethics, but we shall now come down lower and
work out the details. We shall see how this Vedanta can be carried into
our everyday life, the city life, the country life, the national life, and the
home life of every nation….
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The ideal of faith in ourselves
is of the greatest help to us.
If faith in ourselves had been
more extensively taught and
practised, I am sure a very
large portion of the evils and
miseries that we have would
have vanished. Throughout the
history of mankind, if any
motive power has been more
potent than another in the lives
of all great men and women, it
is that of faith in themselves.
Born with the consciousness
that they were to be great, they
became great. Let a man go
down as low as possible; there
must come a time when out of
sheer desperation he will take
an upward curve and will learn
to have faith in himself. But it
is better for us that we should
know it from the very first.
Why should we have all these
bitter experiences in order to
gain faith in ourselves? We can
see that all the difference between man and man is owing to the existence
or non-existence of faith in himself. Faith in ourselves will do everything.
I have experienced it in my own life, and am still doing so; and as I grow
older that faith is becoming stronger and stronger. He is an atheist who
does not believe in himself. The old religions said that he was an atheist
who did not believe in God. The new religion says that he is the atheist
who does not believe in himself. But it is not selfish faith, because the
Vedanta again, is the doctrine of oneness. It means faith in all, because
you are all. Love for yourselves means love for all, love for animals, love
for everything, for you are all one. It is this great faith which will make
the world better.
If a man, day and night thinks he is miserable, low and nothing, nothing
he becomes. We are the children of the Almighty, we are sparks of the
infinite, divine fire. How can we be nothings? We are everything, ready
to do everything, we can do everything, and man must do everything.
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This faith in themselves was in the hearts of our ancestors, this faith in
themselves was the motive power that pushed them forward and forward
in the march of civilization; and if there has been degeneration, if there
has been defect, mark my words, you will find that degradation to have
started on the day our people lost this faith in themselves. Losing faith
in one’s self means losing faith in God. Do you believe in that infinite,
good Providence working in and through you? If you believe that this
Omnipresent One, the Antaryamin, is present in every atom, is through
and through, ota-prota, as the Sanskrit word goes, penetrating you body,
mind and soul, how can you lose heart?
For centuries people have been taught theories of degradation. They have
been told that they are nothing. The masses have been told all over the world
that they are not human beings. They have been so frightened for centuries,
till they have nearly become animals. Never were they allowed to hear of
the Atman. Let them hear the Atman — that even the lowest of the low
have the Atman within, which never dies and never is born… Let them have
faith in themselves… You have
been told and taught that you
can do nothing and non-entities
you are becoming everyday.
What we want is strength, so
believe in yourselves.
The idea of true Shraddha
must be brought back once
more to us. The faith in
our own selves must be
reawakened and then only
all the problems which face
our country will gradually be
solved by ourselves. What we
want is this Shraddha. What
makes the difference between
man and man is the difference
in the Shraddha and nothing
else. What makes one man
great and another weak and
low is this Shraddha. My
Master used to say: He who
thinks himself weak will
become weak; and that is true.
This Shraddha must enter into
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you. Whatever of material power you see manifested by the western race
is the outcome of this Shraddha, because they believe in their muscles;
and if you believe in the spirit how much more will it work.
I beg you to understand this one fact, no good comes out of the man who
day and night thinks he is nobody….
To preach the doctrine of Shraddha or genuine faith is the mission of my
life. Let me repeat to you that this faith is one of the most potent factors
of humanity. First have faith in yourselves. Know that though one may be
a little bubble and another may be a mountain-high wave, yet behind both
the bubble and the wave there is the infinite ocean. The infinite ocean
is the background of me as well as you. Mine also is that infinite ocean
of life, of power, of spirituality as well as yours. Therefore my brethren,
teach this life-saving, great, ennobling grand doctrine to your children
even from their very birth.

BY SWAMI VIVEKANANDA

(extracted from Vivekananda, His Gospel of Man-making,
with a Garland of Tributes, and a Chronicle of His Life and Times, with Pictures,
All India Press, Pondicherry, 1988)
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What

I

Life H

as

Taught Me

t was, I should say, by a flash that I came to the conclusion early
in my life that human life is not complete with its observable
activities and that there is something above human perception
controlling and directing all that is visible. I may boldly say that I began
to perceive the realities behind what we call life on earth. The unrest and
feverish anxiety that characterize man’s ordinary existence here bespeak
a higher goal that he has to reach one day or the other.
When man gets entangled in selfishness, greed, lust and hatred, he naturally
forgets what is beneath his own skin. Materialism and skepticism reign
supreme. He gets irritated by small things and begins to fight. In short,
man is miserable. The doctor’s profession gave me ample evidence of the
sufferings of this world. I found concrete proofs of the great saying:”Sarvam
Duhkham Vivekinah.” I was blessed with a new vision and perspective.
I was deeply convinced that there must be a place—a sweet home of
pristine glory and purity and divine splendor—where absolute security,
perfect peace and happiness can be enjoyed eternally. In conformity with
the dictum of the Sruti, I renounced the world, and felt that I belonged
to the whole world.
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A course of severe self-discipline and penance endowed me with enough
strength to move unscathed amidst the vicissitudes of the world-phenomena.
And I began to feel the great good it would be to humanity if I could
share this new vision with one and all. I called my instrument of work
The Divine Life Society.
Side by side, the stirring events since the advent of the twentieth century had
their effect upon all keen-minded people. The horrors of past and possible
wars and the consequent suffering touched the minds of people. It was
not difficult to see that the pains of mankind were mostly brought on by
its own deeds. To awaken man to his errors and follies and to make him
mend his ways, so that he may utilize his life for attaining worthier ends,
was felt to be the urgent need of the time. As if in answer to this need,
I saw the birth of the Divine Life Mission, with its task of rescuing man
from the forces of the lower nature and raising him to the consciousness
of his true relation to the cosmos. This is the work of rousing the religious
consciousness, an awareness of the essential Divinity of man.
Not by mere argument or discussion can religion be taught or understood.
Not by precepts or canons of teaching alone can you make one religious.
It requires a peculiar atonement with one’s vast environment, an ability to
feel the deepest as well as the vastest, a genuine sympathy with creation.
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Religion is living, not speaking or showing. I hold that whatever be one’s
religion, whoever be the prophet adored, whichever be the language or the
country, whatever be one’s age or sex, one can be religious provided the
true implication of that hallowed term TAPAS, which essentially means
any form of self-control, is made capable of being practiced in daily life to
the extent possible for one in the environment and under the circumstances
in which one is placed.
I hold that real religion is the religion of the heart. The heart must be
purified first. Truth, love and purity are the basis of real region. Control
over the baser nature, conquest of the mind, cultivation of virtues, service
of humanity, goodwill, fellowship and amity constitutes the fundamentals
of true religion. These ideals are included in the principles of The Divine
Life Society. And I try to teach them mostly by example which I consider
to be weightier than all precepts.
The modern thinker has neither the requisite time nor the patience to
perform rigorous Tapas and austere religious practices; and many of these
are even being relegated to the level of superstition. In order to give the
present generation the benefit of real Tapas in the true religious sense, to
reveal to them its real significance and to convince them of it's meaning and
efficacy, I held up my torch of Divine Life, which is a system of religious
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life suited to one and all, which can
be practiced by the recluse and the
office-goer alike, which can become
intelligible to the scholar and the
rustic in its different stages and
phases. This is a religion which is
not other than what is essential to
give meaning to the daily duties
of the human being. The beauty in
‘Divine Life’ is its simplicity and
applicability to the everyday affairs
of the ordinary man. It is immaterial
whether one goes to the Church
or the Mosque or the Mandir for
offering his prayers, for all prayers
are heard by the One.
The average seeker after Truth is
often deceived by the caprices of
his mind. A person who takes to
the spiritual path is bewildered
before he reaches the end of his
journey, and is naturally tempted to
relax his efforts half-way. Many are
the pitfalls, but those who plod on
steadily are sure to reach the goal of
life which is universality of being,
knowledge and joy. I have laid great
emphasis in all my writings upon
the discipline of the turbulent senses,
conquest of the mind, purification of
the heart, and attainment of inner
peace and strength, suited to the
different stages in evolution.
I have learnt that it is the foremost duty of man to learn to give, give in
charity, give in plenty, give with love, give without any expectation of
consequence because one does not lose anything by giving,—on the other
hand the giver is given back a thousandfold. Charity is not merely an act
of offering certain material goods, for charity is incomplete without charity
of disposition, charity of feeling, charity of understanding, knowledge and
attitude to others. Charity is self-sacrifice in different levels of one’s being.
Charity in the highest sense I understand to be equivalent to Jnana-Yagna.
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Similarly I consider that goodness
of being and doing constitutes
the rock-bottom of one’s life. By
goodness I mean the capacity to
feel with others and live and feel as
others do, and be in a position to
act so that no one is hurt by the act.
Goodness is the face of Godliness.
I think that to be good in reality,
in the innermost recesses of one’s
heart is not easy, though it may
appear to be simple as a teaching.
It is one of the hardest of things on
earth, if only one would be honest
to oneself.
There is no physical world for me.
What I see I see as the glorious
manifestation of the Almighty. I
rejoice when I behold the Purusha
with thousands of heads and
thousands of eyes and feet, that
Sahasrasirsha Purusha! When I
serve persons I see not the persons
but Him of whom they are the
limbs. I learn to be humble before
the Mighty Being whose breath we
breathe and whose joy we enjoy. I
do not think there is anything more
to teach or to learn. Here is the
cream of religion, the quintessence
of philosophy, that which anyone
really needs.
The philosophy I hold is neither a
dreamy, subjective, world-negating doctrine of illusion, nor a crude worldaffirming theory of sense-ridden humanism. It is the fact of the divinity
of the universe, the immortality of the soul of man, the unity of creation
with the Absolute, that I feel as the only doctrine worth considering. As
the one Brahman appears as the diverse universe in all the planes of its
manifestation, the aspirant has to pay his homage to the lower manifestations
before he steps into the higher. Sound health, clear understanding, deep
knowledge, a powerful will and moral integrity are all necessary parts
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of the process of the realization of the Ideal of humanity as a whole. To
adjust, adapt and accommodate, to see good in everything and bring to
effective use all the principles of Nature in the process of evolution towards
Self-Realization along the path of an integrated adjustment of the human
powers and faculties are some of the main factors that go to build up a true
philosophy of life. For me philosophy is not merely a love of wisdom but
actual possession of it. In all my writings I have prescribed methods for
overcoming and mastering the physical, vital, mental and the intellectual
layers of consciousness in order to be able to proceed with the Sadhana
for self-perfection. The self-perfected ones are the Sarvabhuta-hite ratah.
To behold the Atman in every being or form, to feel Brahman everywhere,
at all times, and in all conditions of life, to see, hear, taste and feel
everything as the Atman is my creed. To live in Brahman, to melt in
Brahman and to dissolve in Brahman is my creed. By dwelling in such
union, to utilize the hands, mind, senses and the body for the service of
humanity, for singing the Names of the Lord, for elevating the devotees,
for giving instructions to sincere aspirants and disseminating knowledge
throughout the world, is my creed, if you call it one. To be a cosmic friend
and cosmic benefactor, a friend of the poor, the forlorn, the helpless and
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the fallen is my creed. It is my sacred creed to serve sick persons and to
nurse them with care, sympathy and love, to cheer the depressed, to infuse
power and joy in all, to feel oneness with each and everyone and to treat
all with equal vision. In my highest creed there are neither peasants nor
kings, neither beggars nor emperors, neither males nor females, neither
teacher not students. I love to live, move and have my being in this realm
indescribable.
The first step is often the most difficult one. But once it is taken the rest
becomes easy. There is a need for more of courage and patience on the
part of people. They usually shirk, hesitate and are frightened. All this is
due to ignorance of one’s true duty. A certain amount of education and
culture is necessary to have a sufficiently clear grasp of ones position in
this world. Our educational system needs an overhauling, for it is now
floating on the surface without touching the depths of man. To achieve
this, cooperation should come not only from society but also from the
Government. Success is difficult without mutual help. The head and heart
should go hand in hand, and the ideal and the real should have a close
relation. To work with truth in the Bhagavad Gita. I pray that this supreme
ideal be actualized in the daily life of every individual, and there be a
veritable heaven on earth. This is not merely a wish,—this is a possibility
and a fact that cannot be gainsaid. This is to be realized if life is to mean
what it ought really to mean.

B Y S WA M I S I VA N A N D A

(extracted from Spiritual Experiences,
A Divine Life Society Publication, 2001)
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The sun cannot dry, fire cannot burn, sword cannot kill,
for I am the birthless, the deathless, the ever living.
Omnipotent, Omnipresent Spirit. This is spiritual boldness….
Stand up, men and women, in this spirit, dare to believe in
the Truth, dare to practice the Truth! The world requires a
few hundred bold men and women. Practice that boldness
which dares know the Truth, which dares show the Truth
in life, which does not quake before death, nay, welcomes
death, makes man know that he is the Spirit; that in the
whole universe, nothing can kill him. Then you will be free.
Then you will know your real soul… Talk not about impurity,
but say that we are pure. We have hypnotised ourselves into
this thought that we are little, that we are born, and that we
are going to die, and into a constant state of fear… You are
lions, you are souls, pure, infinite and perfect. The might of
the universe is within you.

SWA MI V IV EK A N A NDA
extracted from Vivekananda,
"H i s G o s p e l o f M a n - m a k i n g ,wi t h a
G a r l a n d o f Tr i b u t e s , a n d a C h r o n i c l e o f
H i s L i f e a n d T i m e s , w i t h P i c t u r e s", A l l
I n d i a P r e s s , P o n d i c h e r r y, 19 8 8 ”
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TAPOVAN PRASAD

A MONTHLY SPIRITUAL OF
CHINMAYA MISSION WORLDWIDE
Published by Chinmaya Mission Worldwide
It is Internationally acclaimed Publication filled with articles and reports that
are inspiring and educational. Hindus living all over the world keep in touch
with their spiritual heritage through Tapovan Prasad.
Annual Subscription by Airmail:
US $25 (12 issues)
Make checks payable to
Tapovan Prasad, and mail to
Chinmaya Mission
No.2, 13th Ave., Harrington Rd,
Chetput, Chennai, 600 031, India
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C H I N M A YA

STUDY GROUPS
1.	 Self Unfoldment
2.	 Tattva bodh
3.	 Bhaja Govindam
4.	 Atma bodh
5.	 Manah Shodhanam
6.	 Upadesa Saram
7.	 Narada Bhakti Sutra
8.	 Meditation and Life
9.	 Bhagavad Gita Introduction – Ch.1 & 2

10.	 Jnanasarah
11.	 Kenopanishad
12.	 Gita, Ch. 3 – 6
13.	 Dyanaswaroopam
14.	 Kaivalya Upanishad
15.	 Gita, Ch. 7 – 9
16.	 Isavasya Upanishad
17.	 Gita, Ch. 10 – 12
18.	 Bhakti Sudha
19.	 Gita, Ch. 13 – 15
20.	 Mundaka Upanishad
21.	 Gita, Ch. 16 – 18
22.	 Sat Darshan
23.	Vivekachoodamani
Vedanta Study Groups held in the Bay Area are listed in this issue of Chinmaya Tej
and you may contact them if you wish to join a Study Group.
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A D U LT

CLASSES

FREMONT
SATURDAYS

2pm-3pm: Video discourses on Bhagavad Gita, Ch. 10
by Swami Chinmayananda

SAN RAMON
SATURDAYS

4:30-6:00pm: Video discourses on Bhagavad Gita, Ch. 3 & 4

SAN JOSE
SATURDAYS

1:50pm – 2:50pm: Video discourses Bhagavad Geeta, Ch. 2
By Swami Chinmayananda
SUNDAYS

9:05am – 10:15am: Video discourses on Bhagavad Geeta, Ch. 2
By Swami Chinmayananda
10:30am – 11:30am: Video discourses on Rama Charita Manas
By Swami Tejomayananda
1:50pm – 2:50pm: Video discourses on Rama Charita Manas
By Swami Tejomayananda

Shiva Abhisheka & Puja
at Chinmaya Sandeepany / San Jose

Conducted by mission members
Every 2nd Monday of the month: 7:30-8:30 pm
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LANGUAGE &
BALA VIHAR/YUVA KENDRA

CLASSES

We have over 2100 children enrolled in our program,
from our three centers, since enrollment started 1980 school year.
I wish to thank all the volunteer Teachers, Co-Teachers and Youth
Helpers teaching and assisting in the different classes. It takes
more than teachers to organize these programs at Chinmaya/
Sandeepany, Fremont Washington High, and California High
School. Parent Volunteers and CMSJ Volunteers organize
setting up, Book-Store, Snacks, Lecture Halls etc.
OUR SINCERE THANKS TO EVERY ONE
OF THE MANY DEDICATED VOLUNTEERS.
Adult video courses are also offered during Bala Vihar sessions.
The Parking Lot is on Hickerson Drive, and you can walk
from the parking lot to the classrooms.
We are currently using 25 classrooms in several sessions.
I appreciate all the efforts of the parents, some of you are driving
your children from as far North as Redwood City to San Jose.
You will find it very rewarding as you see your children grow up
with Hindu Heritage, moulding them into young adults.
We want the best for our children.All parents will receive email
announcements with regard to changes.

For each location, an in-depth schedule is posted on
www.cmsj.org, or call the contact listed.
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FREMONT
Contact: Lakshmi Prakash / (510) 490-1266
Washington High School
38442, Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94536
12:30pm -4:00pm — Bala Vihar classes

SAN JOSE
Contact: Uma / (650) 969-4389
Chinmaya Sandeepany
10160 Clayton Road, San Jose
SATURDAYS

12:30pm -1:30pm — Gita Chanting, language classes
1:45pm - 2:55pm — Bala Vihar, KG - 8th Grade
3:00pm - 4:00pm — Vedic Math, Hindi classes (Intermediate & Advanced)
SUNDAYS

8:00am - 9:00am — Gita Chanting, Hindi classes, Yoga
9:15am - 10:15am — Bala Vihar/Yuva Kendra 6th - 12th Grade
10:45am - 11:55am — Bala Vihar, Grade KG - 5th Grade,
language classes, Gita/Vedic Chanting
12:3pam - 1:30pm — Gita Chanting, language classes
1:45pm - 2:55pm — Bala Vihar, Grade KG - 8th Grade
3:00pm - 4:00pm — Hindi classes
2:00pm - 4:00pm — Swaranjali (EVERY WEEK)

SAN RAMON
Contact: Meena Kapadia / (925) 680-7037
California High School
9870 Broadmoor Drive, San Ramon, CA 94583
2:00pm -6:00pm — Bala Vihar classes

GITA CHANTING CLASSES FOR CHILDREN
SAN JOSE Chinmaya Sandeepany
Every Saturday & Sunday / Contact: (650) 949-4389
FREMONT Washington High School
Every Saturday / Contact: (510) 490-1266
SAN RAMON California High School
Every Saturday 3:15pm - 4:15pm / Contact: (925) 736-6929
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V E D A N TA

STUDY GROUPS

CONCORD
Bhagavad Gita Ch 18, Vipin Kapadia
Meena Kapadia: (925) 680-7037; 7:30PM Wednesday
CUPERTINO
Sri Rama Gita, Ram Mohan
Ram Mohan: (408) 255-4431; 7:30PM Thursday
EVERGREEN
Tattva Bodha, Ramana Vakkalagadda
Bipin Thakkar: (408) 274-7575; 10:30AM Thursday
FREMONT
Atma Bodha, Hetal Hansoty
Hetal Hansoty: (510) 707-1788; 6:30AM Sunday
FREMONT (WHS)
Vedanta Sara, Padmaja Joshi
Padmaja Joshi: (209) 830-1295; 3:15PM (Bal Vihar Time)
L O S A LT O S
Bhagavad Gita, Uma Jeyarasasingam
Ruchita Parat: (650) 858-1209; 7:30PM Thursday
L O S G AT O S
Jnanasarah, Sandeep Tiwari
Sandeep Tiwari: (408) 234-7815; 8:00PM Friday
M I L P I TA S
Vivekachudamani, Uma Jeyarasasingam
Suma Venkatesh: (408) 263-2961; 7:30PM Tuesday
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Classes held weekly unless otherwise stated.

A D U LT S E S S I O N S
M O U N TA I N H O U S E
Tattva Bodha, Padmaja Joshi
Padmaja Joshi: (209) 830-1295; 9:00AM Sunday
REDWOOD CITY
Bhagavad Gita, Jayaram Reddy
Jyoti Asundi: (650) 358-4010; 7:30PM Friday
SAN RAMON
Bhagavad Gita, Bela Pandya
Sireesha Balabadra: (925) 804-6102; 7:00PM Wednesday
SAN RAMON (CAL HI)
Bhagavad Gita, Meena Kapadia
Meena Kapadia: (925) 680-7037; 3:15PM Saturday
SAN RAMON
Kathopanishad, Padmaja Joshi
Padmaja Joshi: Skype ID: Padmapatra; 5:00PM Sunday
S A R AT O G A
Bhaja Govindam, Kalpana Jaswa
Kalpana Jaswa: (408) 741-4920; 10:30AM Thursday
WEST SAN JOSE
Bhagavad Gita, Krishna Kumari Reddy
Krishna Kumari Reddy: (408) 806-2876; 8:00AM
Wednesday
WA L N U T C R E E K
Bhagavad Gita, Vipin Kapadia
Rakesh Bhutani: (925) 933-2650; 9:30AM Sunday
Classes held weekly unless otherwise stated.
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SWARANJALI YOUTH CHOIR
Those who are interested in joining the choir as a vocalist or musicians
please be in touch with the contact for each event.
SAN JOSE
Choir sessions are held every Sunday between 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
VENUE: Chinmaya Sandeepany / San Jose
TEACHERS: Prema Sriram, Jaya Krishnan
CONTACT: Prema Sriram: NANSUK@aol.com
SAN RAMON
Choir sessions are held once every two weeks, Saturdays at 2:00pm - 3:00pm
VENUE: California High School
9870 Broadmoor Drive, San Ramon, CA 94583
TEACHER: Shrividhya
CONTACT: Shrividhya: 925-236-2653 / gurucharan11@hotmail.com
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FREMONT
Choir sessions are held weekly on Saturdays, 11:00am - 12:30pm
VENUE: Washington High School / Fremont
TEACHERS: Natana Valiveti and Rajashri Iyengar
CONTACT: Natana: natana@yahoo.com

PA G E

Just for Kids!
Parents ...

This is a monthly magazine published by Central Chinmaya Mission,

Mumbai for Children. It is packed with stories, puzzles, arts and craft ideas,
children’s contributions of essays, riddles, games, and much more.
You can subscribe to it directly. The annual subscription is $30 and
you will receive it monthly by air. We suggest that you subscribe
in your child’s name so your child will have the pleasure of
receiving his or her own magazine from India.

BALVIHAR MAGAZINE
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

Central Chinmaya Mission Trust
MAIL TO:

Central Chinmaya Mission Trust
Sandeepany Sadhanalaya,
Saki Vihar Road,
Mumbai 400 072, India
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Community
Outreach Program
S E VA O P P O R T U N I T I E S

C H I N M AYA M I S S I O N S A N J O S E
SAN JOSE
Are You Willing to Volunteer or Just Sponsor the Program?
If yes, please call Krishna Bhamre: (408) 733-4612
or e-mail sbhamre@yahoo.com
We need VOLUNTEERS for preparing and serving
Hot Meals for the Homeless. Lunch bags are prepared by
Yuva Kendra volunteers on the last Sunday of the month at
Bala Vihar locations for approximately 150 homeless people.
All Youth volunteers should contact:
Jayaram Reddy(jreddy80@gmail.com) for more details.
Meals For The Homeless Program: Served at San Jose’s
Emergency Housing Consortium at Orchard Drive off
Curtner Avenue (Adult & Youth Volunteers & Sponsors).

FREMONT
Fremont BV sponsors Sandwiches For The Needy.
On the 2nd Saturday/Washington High School in Fremont.
Parents of Bala Vihar and the kids prepare 70 Sandwiches,
bag them and provide chips, fruit and juice.
The Sandwiches are delivered to the Tricity Homeless
Coalition, where they are served to adults and children.
The Shelter is located on 588 Brown Road, Fremont, CA
In addition, last Christmas, Fremont Bala Vihar donated
new blankets, sweaters, sweat shirts, and infant warm
clothes etc. to the homeless at the shelter.
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Swami
Swaroopananda’s
ITINERARY

SUMMER 2018
DAT E

L O C AT I O N / E V E N T

PHONE

01 Jul - 02 Jul

Sandeepany Sadhanalaya
Powai, Mumbai 400 072
For Official Work

(91-22) 2857 2367

04 Jul - 05 Jul

Chinmaya Shivalaya
Brampton, Ontario
Canada L6P 0B1
Life Management Techniques

(1-905) 913 2377
(1-416) 842 2851

06 Jul - 07 Jul

Shri Vijay Gupta
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada L2J 4H8
Attitude to Life – Lakshman Geeta

(1-905) 374 7644

08 Jul - 09 Jul

Sreelatha & Vinod Varapravan
London, Ontario, Canada N5X 3Z1

(1-226) 376 6472

10 Jul - 12 Jul

Chinmaya Mission
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2K OE9
Gayatri Mantra

(1-403) 284 4784

13 Jul - 15 Jul

Chinmaya Mission
Vancouver, BC
Shape Your Destiny

(1-604) 325 9390

20 Jul - 25 Jul

Krishnalaya
Piercy, CA 95587
Sadhana Camp – Jnana Sara & Shri Rama Geeta

(1-707) 247 3488

26 Jul - 27 Jul

Chinmaya Mission
Bakersfield, CA 93312

(1-661) 201 4541

30 Jul - 03 Aug

Chinmaya Jyoti
Poway, CA 92064
Mahasamadhi Camp

(1-858) 748 2013

04 Aug - 07 Aug

Chinmaya
Sundaram
Austin TX 78727
Gayatri Mantra

(1-512) 882 9232
(1-512) 820 9291

08 Aug - 12 Aug

Chinmaya Mission
Orlando
Casselberry, FL 32707
Geeta Ch XII

(1-407) 699 7331

13 Aug - 16 Aug

Chinmaya Mission
New York
Woodbury NY 11797
Life Mgmt Techniques

(1-516) 367 3227
(1-646) 775 1758

17 Aug - 19 Aug

Chinmaya Mission
Columbus
Powell, OH 43065
Exceeding Excellence

(1-614) 917 0160

20 Aug - 22 Aug

Set Smita Gosai
Charleroi, PA 15022
Sankat Mochan

(1-724) 344 4366

25 Aug - 30 Aug

Chinmaya Avantika
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
Geeta Ch IX

(1-734) 434 1740
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“It is easy to learn Vedanta, easier to preach
Vedanta, hard indeed to live the knowledge.”
SWAMI CHINMAYANANDA
"My Teacher - Swami Tapovanam"

JOIN THE CHINMAYA FAMILY AS A SPONSOR:
We invite you to join our Membership program so that you can help
us to promote, sustain and continue to teach adults and children alike,
the Hindu Dharma which is our Heritage. Chinmaya Mission began
its service to the Hindu Community some 30 years ago in the Bay Area.
We are funded by public contributions. Your contribution, as a Member,
goes towards the operation of Sandeepany. Many families who are taking
part in the various classes that we offer to adults and children,
have enrolled themselves as Members. They enjoy many benefits and
become an integral part of the spiritual family at Sandeepany.
Membership is an annual contribution of $500 per family.
Members receive the Tej newsletter.
The MANANAM series is published by Chinmaya Mission West.
For subscription information please contact:
John Haring at cmwhdqtr@asis.com
Chinmaya Mission West
83900 CA-271, Piercy, CA 95587
(707) 207-5011

U N I T E D W AY C O N T R I B U T I O N S
Your contributions to United Way can now be designated to
Chinmaya Mission San Jose (United Way I.D. No 212100).
The Mission is enrolled to receive such contributions
with the United Way Agency in Santa Clara.
CHINMAYA FAMILY WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT.

Chinmaya Mission
San Jose
Sandeepany San Jose

DIRECTIONS TO SANDEEPANY SAN JOSE

10160 Clayton Road
San Jose, CA 95127
Ph. (408) 254-8392
cmsj.org

If travelling South on 101
Follow US-101 S to E Capitol Expressway in San Jose.
Take the Capitol Expressway exit from I-680 N.
Follow E Capitol Expressway and Story Rd to 10160 Clayton Rd.
If travelling South on 280
Follow South 280 to E Capitol Expressway in San Jose.
Take the exit for Capitol Expressway from I-680 N.
Follow E Capitol Expressway and Story Rd to 10160 Clayton Rd.
If travelling South on 880
Take US-101 S to E Capitol Expy in San Jose.
Take exit for Capitol Expressway from I-680 N.
Follow E Capitol Expressway and Story Rd to 10160 Clayton Rd.
If travelling South on 680
Take the exit for Capitol Expressway from I-680
Follow E Capitol Expressway and Story Rd to 10160 Clayton Rd.
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